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Reproductions of the references listed below appear on the pages that follow. 
 
 
Kellogg, C. E. 1969. United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service Memo dated March 5, 1969 Re: Soil 
temperature and soil moisture measurements.  
(Two pages) 
 
Newhall, F., and C.R. Berdanier. 1996. Calculation of soil moisture regimes from the climatic record. Soil Survey Investigations 
Report No. 46, National Soil Survey Center, Natural Resources Conservation Service, Lincoln, NE.  
(Fifteen pages) 
 
USDA Soil Conservation Service.  1964.  Soil-Temperature Regimes -- their characteristics and predictability.  SDS-TP-144 April 1964.  
14 pages. 
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Van Wambeke, A. 1982. Calculated soil moisture and temperature regimes of Africa. Soil Management Support Services Technical 
Monograph No. 3, USDA-SCS, Washington, D.C. As of 8/2011 available via: http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf_docs/PNAAQ982.pdf 
(Nine pages -- only pages 3 – 11 are reproduced) 
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Crop and Soil Sciences. Cornell University, Ithaca, NY. 
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Department of Agronomy, Cornell University. Diskette and Booklet. 
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The following two pages are: 
 
Kellogg, C. E. 1969. United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service Memo dated March 5, 
1969 Re: Soil temperature and soil moisture measurements. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

lrlashington, D. C. 2O25O

March 5, 1959

Advisory SOIIS-4

From: Charl-es E. KeLLogg, Deputy Administrator
for Soil Survey

Re ¡ Soil tenperature and soil moisture ¡neasurernents

The pu:pose of this Advisory is to e4plai-n the need for making useful
records of soil moistu¡e and temperature conditions over time.

We hope that your staff can help the soil scientj-sts r¡ith this need..
Some of thei-z' ti¡re and attention will be required. Ho¡¡ much varies
u-ideiy lrithj¡ States. Several of the cooperati.ng experiment stations
are intærested ia this problen and can help meet the needs of the
Soil Suwey.

The telçerature and moj-sture regimes of soils are tr^ro of the r¿ost
important prçerti-es needed for our i.nterpretations. They directþ
detærmine the kinds of plants that can be grown and. also li¡-it¿tions
of soils for housi¡rg, recreation, highway design, and other engineer-
ing purposes. They affect the proeeãses-that !o-otr in the soil.
Thus these properties, along with others, are important to defirritionsof the classes in our soil classifi_cation systæm.

ft would be virtuar'ly Í:rpossible to devj-se a system of soil classifi-
cation usef\il for interpretatj-ons i-f r,¡e ignored these regimes. Dring
the iee age, the etimate over most of the Utaì-ted States ãlternated
!9tlæen periods somethi-ng like the present and periods that r"iere
disti.:netly cooler and wetter. Vegetation changèd r.¡ith the cl j¡rate.
ïn the areas that ¡¡ere not covered by the j-ce or buried. by Ioess,
narqr of the soils develo¡rd properties that reflect climates that
were cooler and wetter than the present. If we were to use those
properties to defi¡re classes without regard to current temperature
and noisture, we would group seri-es i-n a way that would. nrake nar¡r
inqportant interpretations inrrpossible. For example, soils of the
Appalactr-ian plateau 1n New Tork would have to be grouped w-ith soils
that presently have permafrost. The evidences of the ancient perma-
fnost persj-,st in the soils even though the .frosb melbed sornething
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sore than 1Or0O0 years ago. If we did. not use soil mois-,,ure regi-ries
io define classes, some soils in the Arizona deserts r.rould be groupei

"¡-ith 
soils of the High Plains in lexas or Olclahoma si-r-l-y because

raj¡fall was once hi¡:her j¡r Arizona and the soils retain the evidenc:
of the older cli-nate in their morpholory. Soils thàt were wet Cur'!:3
the ice age still have the colors of ¡¡et soils even though they were
naturally drained nar{f thousands of years ago.

Ffoisture and terçerature records are not everXnuhere needed. ï-n much
of the country Iùe can irrfer the regimes from meteorological data-. i'Je

do need more soil temperature data in the mountains where weather
stations are lacking, and in States where the soiJ- tæmperatures are
near the li-nits between classes. lüe particularly need soil- moisture
data in tr¡o situations: One is in the poorþ and very poorþ drained.
soj.ls ín which the water table fluctuates. For these, we need more
records of the height of the water table throughout the year to coÍlcare
$j-t*t the morphologr. These records will eventually pernrit more prec:se
recognition of the water table fluctuations and better interpretatio,rs.
fne other situation is near the nargins of the deserts where the rain-
faIL is limitíng. For these we need records of the duration of periods
ç?ren the soils lack r^¡ater avaiJ-able to useful plants.

ìÞÈhods of measurÍng soi-l temperature are explained in SCS-TP-I[!, Scit
Tenperature Regimes--their characteristi-cs and predictability, 196b.

lÊttrods for ground-¡'¡ater studies are ex¡llained in a reprint of a note
by R. B. Daniels and E. E, Ganrble that r¡as given general êistributìo'.
.å.dditional eopies are available from Soil Survey Investigati-ons, StS,
IdashÍ-ngton, D, C.

l¡.ethods that can be used in the fie for dete¡rnini-ng the presence or
abseræe of available water under_ study.

{(tt /,:fu
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The following fifteen pages are: 
 
Newhall, F., and C.R. Berdanier. 1996. Calculation of soil moisture regimes from the climatic record. Soil Survey 
Investigations Report No. 46, National Soil Survey Center, Natural Resources Conservation Service, Lincoln, NE. 
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The following sixteen pages are: 
 
USDA Soil Conservation Service.  1964.  Soil-Temperature Regimes -- their characteristics and predictability.  
SDS-TP-144 April 1964.  14 pages. 
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SOIL.TEMPERATURE REGIMES
THEIR CHARACTERISTICS AND PREDICTABILITY

by Guy D. Smith, Soil Scientist; Franklin Newhall, Climatologist;
Luther H. Robinson, Soil Scientist; and Dwight Swanson, Climatologist,

So11 Conservation Service
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The temperature of a soil is one of its importânt
properties. Within limits, it controls the possibilities
of plant growth and soil formation, Below freezing
there is no biotic activity, water no longer moves as â
liquid, and unless there is froÊt heaving, time stånds
still for the soil. Between temperatures of 32o and
42o F. root growth of most plants ancl germination of
most seeds is impossÍble. A horizon ascoldas 40o F.
iÊ a thermal pân torootsof mostplants. The soil does
not really come to life until its temperature exceeds
42o F., and the pace quickens rapidly as thetempera-
ture rises above 45o F.

Biological processes in the soil are controlled in
large measure by soil temperature and moisture. Each
plant species has its own temperature requirement..In
the Antârctic, for example, there is a microsc^opic
plant that grows only at temperaftres below 45" F.,
temperâtur€s at which most other plants are inactive.
At the other extreme, germination of seeds of many
tropical plants requires a soil temperåture of 75o F.
or more. Plants have one or more soil-temperature
requirements that are met by the soils of their native
environment. Similarly, soil fauna have temperature
requirements for survival. Soil temperature, there-
fore, has an important influence on biological, chemi-
cal, and physical processes in the soil and on the
adaptation of intioduced plânrs. Relations of soiltem-
perature to plant growth are not discussed here be-
cause they have been reviewed recently (Richards
et al. 1952).

As we progress with the national cooperative soil
survey and improve our soil classification, we are
called on for interpretations to serve more and more
uses. We must be able tomakequantitativestatements
about our soils to meet many of these demands. Soil
temperature is one basic soil property we should_
know.

The taxa of our older classificâtlons of soils are
partly defined by environment and genesis, giving
some control of the variability in soil temperature.
Latosols, for example, were confined to the Troplcs,
Tundra soils to the Arctic regions, Alpine Meadov
solls to high elevations and thus to cold climates, and
so on. We have been able to restrict the environment
of a given eoil series so that a soll serles of Pucrto
Itlco does not occur ln Or:cgon or Âlnr¡kn nnrl orrr. llr
Ohlo tlot,r¡ n(,t o(Ìcur ltr Ârlzoru¡. llul tlrr, rr¡w rroll-
cl¡tgHll'lr'¡tllolr ilyrllr.nt ll¡¡tl wt' ¡ilt' {lilvt'lol)ltr¡r, rrrilrtl ltt'
t'lll lttrtttl l'tt¡ttt lltl ltttllttttl lrtttrlrt, it¡rr,ll'lt lrr tr¡ lttr'lttr¡,
ttrtlltt Wltiln,' IlrrlrtlllIrt ltttvil lr|r.tt r'lt¡ttt¡l,r'rl lry nrttil. ltr
rllltr¡ llrltr wl llrl¡ rtr¡rrrl lf tltl llrl I t'ltrl lnttrtltl¡r ltr,lWt't,lt

soils and their environment, particularly if horizons
are very thin, weak, or absent.

Recent alluvium having the same range in texture,
mineralogy, reaction, organic måtter, and color could
occur in Hawaii, Nevada, andAlaskainwidelydifferent
temperature and moisture regimes. ThesoilinAlaska
would probably be forested and haveathickO horizon.
The soil in Nevada might have â cover of scattered
shrubs and a vesicular surface crust. The soil in
Hawaii would have neitheranOhorizonnor a vesicular
crust. No one would mistake one virgin soilfor either
of the others. But we need to substitute permanent
properties for the distinctive surfâce horizons that are
mixed or destroyed by cultivation.

The environment of a counry without mountains is
usuâlly uniform enough for differences in genesis
due to climate to be disregardedforpurposesof a soil
survey, but if we classify thesbilsofthe United States
or even those of a mountainous counry, \rye cânnot
disregard the environment entirely.. It must be brought
into the classification at the phâse or some higher
level, and soil temperature offers a mechanism to
accomplish part of this.

At any one moment, temperâture varies from soil
horizon to soil horizon. It fluctuates with the hour of
the day and with the season of the year, and the fLuc-
tuations may be very small or very large according
to the environment. Because temperature i6 60
variable or perhaps because it is not preserved in
samples, some soil scientists have felt that tempera-
ture is not a property of a soil horizon. Most of us
who work with soils in limited geographic areas take
soil temperature for granted because the temperature
of all the soils is about the same. We are all inclined
to notice the properties that differ among soils and to
focus our aitention on them. Yet if one travels, he is
impressed by the coldness of soils he examines in
high mountains or in boreal forests but not by the
coldness of soils in tropical lowlands.

Each pedon has a characteristic temperature regime
thât cân be measured and described" For most prac-
ticâl purposes, the temperature regime can be cle-
scribed by the mean annual soil tcnrpcratur(., tlto
âveragc gcagonal flt¡ctrtntirlns fÌo¡il tl¡ût rnccn, ond
tllt. rnr,¡rr¡ w¡t rnt rll coltl nltrsorri¡l soll-tcnrperature
grrrrllr.rrt wltlrlr¡ tlrl r¡lnlrr n¡ot zonc, the 5- to 100-cm.
rlr'¡rtlr. lrr tlrls pnpcr, tlìe aeasons in the northern
Itt,ttt lu¡rltcrc nrc wlntcr--l)ecember, January, and
lr(,1)ru{rry; cprlng--March, April, and May; summer--
,lunc,,lr"rly, ancl August; autumn--September, October,
lnrl Novcrnbcr. In temperate reglons, we have used



the mean summer and v/inter soil-temperature gra-
dients. In tropical regions with pronounced dry
geasons, the temperature regime can be better
characterlzed by using the mean dry and wetseasonal
soil-temperature gradients.

We have prepared this review of availableinforma-
tion to emphasize the kinds of soil-temperature re-
gimes and their relation to environmental factors.
Primary emphasis is on soil temperatures in the
United States and Puerto Rico, but we have drawn on
the literature of many countries for illustrations. The
measurements of soil temperaftre reported have com-
monly required complex instruments and daily or
hourly observations. We will show, however, thatmost
of the relevant parameters can bemeasuredbysimple
equipment and with little effort.

Dåtâ that adequately describe temperature regimes
of soils and their relation to environment are scarce
because (1) details of the site conditlons often are not
reported, (2) the observations are not from deep
enough layers, (3) the record is not kept throughout
the year, or (4) the method of observation results in
biased dàta. The picture we present is as we see it
today. Additional data may require some modification
in our opinions.

Mean Annual Soil Temperature

Each pedon has a mean annual temperature that is
essentially the same in allhorizonsatalldepths in the
soil and at depths considerably below the soil. The
measured mean annual soil temperature is seldom the
same ât successive depths at a given location, but the
differences are so small thât itseemsvalidand useful
to take a single value as the mean annual temperature
of a soil. Some representâtive measurements of the
mean annual temperature at various depths in and
below selected soils are given in table 1.

Many data show differences in the annual averages
of measured temperatures in the first few inches and
at depths of more than 20 inches. Some of the data
were obtained by daily readings at the same hour, for

ÎÆE l.--þan ùnuâI þryrstuæ Â! Yarfru dePtb h sol1s md sub8t¡åia 1n
seÌecÞd læatioDs_

example, 0800 or at 0800, 1200, and 1800. This method
does not glve a true average for depths having a daily
temperature cycle and thus often introduces a sys-
tematic error or bias into the recordÊ. Other records
are ambiguous because the methods of computing the
mean temperature were not given in the references
available. The data in table I are consldered reason-
ably representative of the most reliable measure-
ments.

Mean annual soil temperature and
mean annual air temperature

A comparison of mean annual soil and air tempera-
tures at selected sltes in the Unlted States is given in
table 2. In computing these averages, we have given
the greatest weight to measurements made below the
depth of the daily temperature cycle.

IN HUMID TEMPERATE UNITED STATES

In most of the United States, the mean annual air
temperature is a consistently good indication of the
mean annual soil temperature although the latter is
usually a little higher. Examination of the data in
table 2 and numerous othel data shows that if the
mean annual air temþerature is 47o F. or higher and

1Æt z.--ehtlm of æu M soil tqeÊtlæ to æe mùú ai¡ ìqPmtìæ at
selected slte8 ln ùe Udted States
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if rainfall is generally adequate in all seasons, Ievel
or gently sloping soils have â meân annual tempera-
ture about 20 F. higher than the air. Table 2 includes
ló stations that more or less meet these conditions.
If we were to estimâte the mean annual soil tempera-
ture by adding 20 to the measured mean annual air
temperature, we would on the average miss the
measured soil temperâture by only a little more than
10.

IN COLD CLIMATES

As the mean annual air temperature decreases, the
difference between soil and air temperatures tends to
increase. At low elevations this is largely, if not
entirely, because snow insulates the soil in cold
weather. Relations at high elevations are discussed
later.

Table 2 shows thât the soils of Alaska ranqe from
about óoro l4oF. higher rhan the air. Th-e mean
annual soil temperatures in the U.S.S.R. cited by
Golovin (L962) arc higher than air remperatures. He
cites Shulrgin as showing that thesoilis 10 C. \ryarmer
than the air in the southern part of European U.S.S.R.
and 3.5oC. warmer in the northern part. In the Amur
region of southeastern Siberia, the soilsare3to óoC.
(5 to 11o F.) warmer than the air. There the mean
annual soil temperatures are reported to range from
almost 31o to 40oF. (-0.3o to 4.3o C.), and the mean
annual airtemperature rangesfrom aboút25o to g2oF.
These data, shown in table 3, are consistent with the
data from Alaska in table 2.

IN HUMID OCEANIC CLIMATES

In contrast to most of the United Stâtes, some data
from western Europe show soil temperatures to be
lower than'air temperatures (Chang 1958a, p. 60).
This relation has been attributed to the cold rains and
to evaporation, but the reduction of solar radiation by
the cloud cover mây also be an lmportant factor. A
similar relation may exist in parts of southern Alaska
and in coastal areas of lVashington and Oregon, but
the only meâsurements of soil temperature in this
region that we have found were made at Seattle,
Wash., and Corvallis, Oreg. (table 2). AtSeattle, \{hich

trü 3.--krarlon .r'""*" *:åår::l"5l:å:l* b afr rryntu lD tu tu

has about 32 inches of rain,thesoilis l.lo F. warmer
than the air. At Corvallis in 19ó1, the sotl was 3.4o
warmer than the air. Neiertheless, it is possible that
as rain increases, soil temperan¡res may drop below
air temperatures. Both Seattle and Corvallis have very
dry sunny summers, thus the climate is not strictly
comparable to that of western Europe.

IN DRY CLIMATES

The soil at Tucson, Arlz. (table 2¡, is about 50 F.
warmer than the air. Similar differences have been
reported (Smith 1932) at Davis, Calif., where the dif-
ference is 7.2o F. It mustbenotedthatborh soils were
bare. It must also be pointed out that irrigation can
have a drastic effect on soil temperature. For ex-
ample, an irrigated soil at Vauxhall, Alberta, was
13o F. colder than the air during the summer and 30
colder than the air during theyearl9ó1.' Anirrigated
soil at Indio, Calif., (table 2) was also 30 colder than
the air. This is presumably an effect of evaporation.

Mean annual soil temperature and
kind of cover

Measurements of the relation of mean annual soil
temperature to cover in mid-latitudes are given in
table 4.

TÆU 4.--trfêct of coyer æ æm euat soil æÉtìFl

' U.s. Vesther Bueau cÌlùâtot%icsr datâ (1956 and råte¡).

In mid-latitudes it would appear that the klnd of
cover has at best only a slight influence on the mean
annual soil temperaturé. Other data showing some-
what greater differences have not been included in
table 4 because they may have beenbiasedby the time
of the temperature readings, which were taken at a
shallow depth once a day at a fixed hour.

In high latitudes it is possible rhat a rhlck O horizon
of needles and moss has a significant effect on the
mean annual soil temperature. The O horizon is a
permanent layer of insulation; snow is present onlyin
cold weather. An O horizon therefore reduces the
relative importance of snow as an insulator. If an O
horizon is present, the mean annual soil temperature
could be as low as or lower thán the mean annual air
temperature. The insulating effect of 6now cover ls
discussed more fully later. .
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Mean annual soil temperature and slope

Few data have been found on the relation of slope
gradient and direction to meân annual soil tempera-
ture, The mean annual soil and air temperatures of
north- and south-facing slopes of 20o (3ópercent)were
studied under light-shade conditions in a deciduous
forest in New Jersey (cantlon 1953)' overtheyeâr the

soil at a depth of 4 cm. on the south-facing slope was

4.8o F. warmer thân that on the north-facing slope
(fig. i0, p.l6). The air 5 cm.abovethe soil was óoF.
warmer on the south- than on the north-facing slope;
1 meter above the soil it was 1.7 o F. warmer, but at a

height of 2 meters there was virtually no difference.
Soil conservâtion service (SCS) staff members

measured soil temperatures under grass at Wåterford,
Calif., at monthly intervals inL962. The 20- to 30-per-
cent south-facing slope was ó.4oF. warmer than the
20- to 30-percent north-facing slope. The mean annual
soil temperature on the north-f acing slope was 66,4o F .

and on the sorrth-facing slope, 72.80 F.
These observations of soÍI temperature probably

show almos! the mâximum effect of slopeaspectin the

United States. The effect of slope depends on sunshine
duration. Only in deserts where the soil is bare and

sunshine is at a maximum would we expect a greater
difference on equivalent slopes. It must be noted that
the effect of slope varies with lâtitude.

Mean annual soil temPerature
and elevation

Differences in soil temperature related to elevation
are relatively complex. With increased elevation, in-
tensity of radiation increases, air temperature de-
creases, and rainfall and snow mây vary errarically.

The mean annual air temperature tends to decrease
about 2.7o F. per. 1,000-foot increase in elevation of
the earth's surface. The temperature reduction with
elevation is greatest in summer when it averages
about 3.óo F. per 1,000 feet; in winter it averâges
only 2.2o F. per 1,000 feet.

The difference between air and soil temperature
increases v¡ith elevation. Ca¡son (19ó1, p. 4ó) at-
tributed this to increased radiatlon, but snow cover
often increases and is certainly a factor. We can
assume, therefore, that soil temperature may not

decrease as much âs air temperature.

Mean annual soil temperahrre
and orgenic-matter content

Bouyoucos (1916) found that there was virtually no

difference in the mean annual soil temperature between

dralned peat and medlum- to fine-textured mineral
soils at Easc Lansing, Mich.

Few other comparisons are avallable between the

mean annual temperatures of organic and mlneral
soils. Records at Flahult, Sweden (Chang 1958b), show

that the mean annual temperanrres of a wet bog and a

well-drained sand are practically identical (fig. 14,

p. l2). From these examples it seems thât neither

ground water nor organic-matter content influences
the mean annual soil temperâture appreciably.

Mean annual soil temperature
and soil color or texture

Bouyoucos (191ó) in his studies oftheeffectof color
and texture on the mean annual soil temperâture re-
corded the following mean annual soil temperatures
(6-inch depth).

Soil
texture

Not covered Covered with
with sand sand

oF. oñ

Gravel- - 51.f- --- 51.9

Sand- -51.3- ---52.0
Loam- --49.4- ---5f.5
Clay- --50.0- ---51.9
Peat- --49.4- ---52.5

He concluded that coârse-textured soils are warmer
because they hold less water that can evaporate and

cool them. After covering all the soils with sand to
reduce evaporadon, he found no differences in soil
temperature. The main conclusion he reached, how-
ever, was thât color and texture have a very minor
effect on the mean annual soil temperature. .

Fluctuations of Soil TemPerature
With Time

The mean annual temperature of a soil is not, of

course, a single reading but an average of a series of

readings. Neâr the surface this series may fluctuate
from the mean fully as much as air temperature,
especially if there is no lnsulating cover. The fluc-
tuations occur as daily and annual cycles, which in
most places are made somewhat irregular byweather
events. The fluctuations decrease and are ultimately
damped out with increasing depth in the substrata in
a zone of constant tempefature that is the same as the

mean annual temperåture.

Short-term temp erafu re fluctuations

DAILY FLUCTUATIONS

Dally changes in alr temperature have a significant
effect on surface-soil horizons to a depth of about 20

inches (50 cm.). The fluctuations may be very large,
particularly in soils of dry cltmates where the daily
range ln temperâture of the upper inch may approach
1O0o F. Sutton (1953) has pointed out that for middle
and high lâtitudes a representative daily range on a

aunny summer day is 25o C. (45o F.). At the other
u*tré-" under meiting snow the surface temperature
may be constant throughout the day.

Daily soil-temperature fluctuations are affected by

clouds, vegetation, length of day, soil color, soil
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6lope, soil moisture, air circulation neâr the ground,
and the temperature of any raln that falls. Moisture'
can be exceedingly important in reducing fluctuatlons
ln soil temperature. The specific heat of wâter 18

roughly five times that of soil minerals and twice
that of dry organic matter. The specific heat of water
is roughly four tlmes that ofdrysurfacehorizons, and

the specific heat of medium-textured surfacehorizons
ât field câpâcity is roughly rwice that at the wilting
point. Water increases thermalconductivity, and itcan
also absorb or liberate heat by thawing and freezing
or by evaporating and condensing. All effects reduce
fluctuations at the surface.

To illustrate the daily temperature fluctuations that
can be expected over much of the United States, two
examples from the more extensive foreign literature
are reproduced..Figure 1, taken from Chang (i958a),
shows the change in temperature \4'lth depthatvarious
hours during a summer day at Griffith, Australia.
Between 0ó00 and 1200, the surface temperature ls
rislng but the temperature at 24 cm. is falling. The
daily maximum at the surface comes at or before 1500,

but the maximum at 24 cm. is not reached until be-
tween 2000 and 2200.

Flgure 2 (Rode 1955, after Ëlomen 1897) shows the
daily temperature cycle ln a soil in Flnland by lines
connecting points of equal temperature. The hours of
the day for 2 days are shown by vertical lines. To
determine temperatures at any hour, locate the hour
and read down. To determine thetemperâturechanges
over time at any given depth, locate the depth and

read across. At a 30-cm. depth on August L2,1or
example, the soll temperature fell until about ll00;
from 1100 to 22OO the temperature rose about 20C.
The temperânrre at a lO-cm. depth fluctuated'between
about l4oC. and 21.50C. on August 12 and between
l4o C. and 19o C. on August 13. The dashed llnes in-
dicate the boundaries between the heating and coollng

l2 th of Augusl
2468r0121416

TEMPERATUNÊ {OO,)

Figure 1.--variation of soÍl æmperaure with depth at-eaclr of
ãeveral hours during the course of a summer day at GrÍffÍth''
Australia (from Chang 1958a).

cycles. At a S0-cm. depth, the fluctuation is only a

fraction of a degree andthetimelagis about l8 hours.
At ó0 to 70 cm. the cycle disappears.

FLUCTUATIONS DUE TO CHANGES IN WEATHER

Soil temperatures also fluctuate with weather that
brings below-average or above-average alr tem-
peran¡res for short periods. The weather flucftatlons
extend to a greater depth'than the diurnal cycle.
lveâther changes tend to last a few days to a week in
most of the United States but, like weather patterns
in general, occur at irregular lntervals.

Figure 3, after Carson (1961), shows that the soil
temperature at a depth of I cm. is closely related to
insolatlon and air temperailre. Changes in soil tem-
perature at this depth reflect hourly variations in
insolation (April ló and 17). Temperatures at I cm.
were also affected by thewarmairmassthat moved in
on April 20. The soll temperan¡re âtadepth of 50 cm.

l3 th of Augusl
468r0121416
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Bhows almost no daily fluctuation, butthewarmperiod
from April 20 to 23causedariseof about 20 C. over a
72-hour period. The soil temperature atthisdepthre-
flccts short-time weather parterns but is essentially
lnclependent of the daily temperature cycle.

Cold or warm rains may bring about rapid and
¡narked changes 1n the temperature of surface hori-
zons, which is part of the influence of weather. Gen-
crally the direct temperature effect of a râin is not
meaeurable 48 hours after the rain ends.

Seasonal temperature fluctuations and
soil-temperature gradients

SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS IN THE TROPICS

Seasonal fluctuations of soil temperâture are gen-
erally small in the Tropics--the zone between the
Tropics of Capricorn and Cancer. Mean annual soil
temperatures vary with elevation, but seasonal tem-
peratures vary primarily with clouds and rain. The
warmest seasons may be the dry seasons, for clouds
and râin may outweigh the effect of the angle of the
sunts rays.

We have plotted soil temperature, air temperature,
rainfall, and percentage of possible sunshine for two
stations (I.N.É.A.C. 1953) a litrle norrh of theEquator
in the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville). One is
Nioka at an elevation of about 5,000 feet (fig. 4); the
other is Yangambi at an elevation of about 1,200 feet
(fig. 5). These figures show that the soil temperature
ls higher in "winter¡' than in "summer." Actually, the
soil temperature fluctuates with cloud cover and rain

PEÂCENT OF
POSSIELE SUNSBINE

Figure 5.--Mean nnnthly soil ternperature ar 50 crn for 1952 at
Yangambi, Rep. Congo,and major climatic factors that affect Ít.

and appears to be most closely correlated with the
amount of sunshine. In the Tropics, differences between
summer and winter temperatures are small and may be
in either direction. The average temperature over a
3-month season is virtually the same at all depths
within the upper meter of soil.

As the temperate region is approached, near the
Tropic of Cancer for example, summer soil tem-
peratures are likely to be higher thân thosein winter,
but the differences between the mean summer ånd the
mean wlnter temperature of the upper meter of soil
are usually less than 5o C. (9o F.). Tropicalconditions
in the United States are restricted to Hawaii and

Puerto Rico.

SEASONAL FLUCTUATION AND GRADIENTS IN
MID.LATITL]DES

Soil temperatures in the 48 coterminous States gen-
erally show marked seasonal fluctuations. To illustrate
seasonal changes under a mid-latitude continentâl
climate such as that in much of the United States, a

good record of soil temperatures from Belgrade,
Yugoslavia, has been selected. The mean monthly
temperatures cited by Chang (1958b) are given in
table 5 and are shown graphically in figure 6. The
annual cooling and heating waves extend to 12 meters
(40 feet), but the amplitude of variation at this depth
is only 0.1o C. At a l4-meter depth, the temperature
is constant and is the same as the mean annual soll
temperature. These records show clearly that seasonal
temperature fluctuations penetrâte deep into the eârth,
well below the lower limit of soil.

The depth to the stratum with constant temperâture
is not the same ln all soils. It is reduced by shallow
ground water with its high specific heat. Records of
well-water temperature in the 48 coterminous States
show that in the presence of ground waterthe stratum
of constant soil temperature occurs at about 30 feet.

SOIL TÊMPERAÎU8E,

ÁIR IEMPERAIUR€

JAil- FE8. XAR. ÁPÊ, gAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. OEC'

Figure 4.--lvtean rrpnthly soil temperature åt 50 crrLfor 1952 at
Nioka, Rep. Congo. and major climadc factors that affect it.
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TÂ3T,8 5.--lþan Inonthly anit mual grountt te&peratu¡es at B€1grade, Iugoslavia, 1902-061

IÂtltude: 40048' N. Iongltude: 2oo28' E,
llme of observatlon: eYery hout

Elevatl-on: 139 ¡neters
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Figure 6.--Mean rrþnthly isotherms of ground temperature ât
Be¡grade, Yugoslavia.

Chang (1958â, p.93) has estimated that in the
ab8ence of ground water seasonal fluctuations of soil
temperâture penetrate to a depth of 20 meters (óó

feet) in Alaska, l5 metere (50 feet)lnhumld latltudes,
'and l0 meters (33 feet) in the Troplcs. In dry Êolls
thermal conductivity is low and, âlthough seâsonal
fluctuations in temperature may be very large, the
depth of penetration is not increased: At Jaipur, India
(27oN. Lat.), the seasonal range in soil temperature
at a depth of 20 feet was 2.7oC., but at 45 feet it was
only 0.2oC" (Chang 1958b).

The amplitude of seasonal fluctuations and the
months of warm and cool periods of soil temperature

are primarily functions of latitude and climâte. In
mid-latitudes the angle of the sunrs rays ls most lm-
portant, but clouds, raln, irrigation water, snow

cover, bodies of wâter, directlon and angle of slope,
and presence or absênce of shallow ground water and

thick O (organlc) horizons can all âffect the amplitude
of fluctuadon. Seasonal fluctuations in mid-latitudes
are generally in excess of 50 c. (goF.). That ls, the
average summer soil temperâture 1n the upper metef
is more than 90 F. higher than theaveragewinter soil
temperature.

Since the temperatures of soils at high elevations
tend to resemble those of soils at high latltudes, the

discusslon in this section is confined to Êoils having
mean annual temperâtures of. 47o F. or higher. The
cold soils at high elevatlons in the mid-latitudes are
discussed with the soils of hlgh latitudes.

Outside the Troplcs soil temperature tends to de-
crease with depth in summer and to increase with
depth in winter. In mid-latitudes the mean annual soil
temperature at âny given depth is very close to the
average of the mean summer andwintertemperatures
at that depth. At a given depth in level soils the mean

monthly temperâture fluctuates about the mean ânnual
temperature in an approximâte sine curve.

Effect of Depth.--In â given soil the closer to the
Êurface, the greater the amplitude of fluctuation. This
relation is shown graphically in figure 7 (data from
Elford and Shaw l9ó0). The use of long-time averages
elimlnates the irregulârities in the temperature
curves at 4 inches and 20 inches caused by the vagaries
of weather.

Seasonal variations of soil temperâture âre greatest
at the surface and decrease with depth until, at a

depth of 30 feet or more, they disappear (fig. ó). The
mean summer, winter, and annual soil temperatures

.(Chang 1958b) are plotted in figure I as a function of



Figure ?.- Mean moñthly soil-temperaù¡re curves for various
depths in a soil at Ämes' Iowe.

depth together with alr temperâtures for two statlons
ln the mid-latltudes. If we disregard theupperinch or
,two, the changes with clepth of the mean seasonal soil
temperature are nearly llnear, so nearly so that one

must conclude thât the mean seasonal temperature of
60ll to any depth within the solum is very closely ap
proximated by the mean temperature at the midpoint
in depth. The temperature gradient i6 positive in
winter and negatÍve ln^summer. It ís approximately
0.ó"C. per 10 cm. (1"F. per 4 inches) at Kutakya,
Turkey; Odessa, U,S.S.R.; and Ames, Iowa; and

0.5o C. per 10 cm. atFortColllns, Colo. The gradients
seem very slmilar in most mld-latitude soils where
records are ávailable, even on undrained peats âÊ we
show later.

The graphs show that the mean summer air tem-
perature at Ames and Kutahya exceeds the mean
summer soll temperature at 50 cm. by about 10 F.
Thus, the mean summer air temperature ls abou_t lo F.
higher than the average temperature of the soil to a
depth of I meter, for the So-cm. temperature ls
virtually the same as the average for the upper meter.

Mean winter soll and air temperatures do not show
such a close relatlonship. The mean wlnter air tem-
'peran¡re is 90 F. lower than the soil temperature at
Ames and 7" F. lower at Kutahya. During the winter,
snow lnsulates the soil for variable perlodÊ in mid-
latltudes. The more continuous and the thicker the
anow cover, the greater the difference one would
predlct between the mean wlnter alr and 60ll tem-
perahrres.

Ef,fèct-õi Vegetatlve Cover and lrrlgatlon.--In the

.humtd mld-latitudes, cover can have ân lmportant
lnfluence on seasonal fluctuatlons of soll temperature.
The differences between grass, crops, and trees in

fEMPERATURE ("C)

-to o

,r5 -4 5 t4 ?3 32 1l !O 59 6A r7 al
TEMPERAlURE ('F)

Figure 8.--SoÍl-temperaûrre gradients with air temperaù¡res for
winteÌ and summer in relatÍon to mean annual temperaures
at Ames,,IoÌra, and Kutahya, Turkey.

shading or lnsulating the soil are mlnor if O horizons
are transient or absent.
ì SCS staff members measured soil temperature ât
monthly intervals from May to October in 1962 to
,compare soil temperature under forest with that in
cultivated fields. The mean summer soil temperatures
at 24 incheÊ ârê tabulated in table ó. Conifers caused
a marked reduction in summer soil temperature,
whereas hardwoods had only a minor influence except
at Knoxville. Table ó shows that cultivated soils of
mid-latitudes were cooler at a depth of 24 inches
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than the air at the nearest weather station. The aver-
age difference was between I and 2 o F. for the summer.
On the average soils under forest were about 90 F.
cooler than the air.

Since in dry regions under natural conditions soils
are partly bare or mostly bare, irrigated close-
growing cropÉ cân have a very marked effect on
seasonal fluctuations of soiltemperature. Evaporation U

of irrigation water can also have a marked affect. It g

was pointed out earlier that data from Vauxhall, þ
Alberta, show that an irrigated soil was 13o F. colder Ë

than the air during the summer. The mean annual eoll E

temperature at both Vauxtall, Alberta, and Indlo,
Çalif. (Bltss'1942\, was 3" F. lower than the mean
annual air temperature.

Effect of Ground Water.--Because of its large latent
and specific heat, shallo\ry groundwater greatly affects
seasonal fluctuations of soil temperature in mid-
lâtitudes. The principal effects are during periods
when the soil is freezing or thawingbecausethe latent
heat of freezing of water is about 80 times the
specific heat.

In flgure 9 we have plotted from unpublished SCS

data the mean summer temperature for twg solls in
Steele Counry, Minn.--one an undrained peat and the
other a cultlvated Gray-Brown Podzolic soil. The
undrained peat soil was about 70 F. cooler. The slope
of the seasonal soil-temperâture gradient is nearly
the 6ame for both soils--approximately 10 F. per 4

inches of depth. Since temperature wasmeasuredonly
monthly, one mlght question the reliâbility of so few
observations. But the soil temperature at a depth of
2 feet or more usuallychangesvery slowly. Moreover,
we compared monthly averages of daily measure-
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Figure g.--Mean su¡nmer soil-temperailre gradients for anun-

ãi"in"A organic soil and a culdvated Gray-BroY{n Podzolic

soil, Steele Cq¡nty, Minn.
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Figure 10.--Mean rnonthly and annual soil temperatures at a 4-
inch depth on north- and south-facing sloPes of Cushetunk
Mountâin, NJ.

ments wlth those made on the first day of each month
at several stations and found the average error less
than 20 F., an error well !Íithin the range of fluctua-
don caused by day-to-day weather. The straight-line
relation of temperature to depth is a further indíca-
tion of the probable reliabiliry oi the data.

Effect of Slope Aspect and Steepness.--The âspect
,(direction) and steepness of slope may affect the
deviation of the mean monthly soil temperaturesfrom
the annual mean. In figure l0wehaveplotted the mean
monthly temperatures at â 4-cm. depth for north- and
Bouth-fâcing slopes of 3ó percent in New Jersey re-
ported by Cantlon (1953). The effec,t in winter was
large compared to that in summer. Thereadingswere
made weekly with a high-Iow thermometer for ayear,
so they include not only the effects of slope and day-
to-day weather but also an uncertain effect of the
asymetrical nature of the dally temperature cycle at

that depth. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Cantlon,
the maxlmum difference in the mean monthly tem-
peratures at the fwo sites occurs ln winter and

coincides with the maximum difference ln the angle

of the sunrs rays. Thus, the relation is probably
slgnlficant. The south-facing slopes have smaller
eeasonal fluctuations from the annual mean thân the
north-facing sloPes.
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SCS staff members made measurements of soll
temperan¡re in L962 on north- and south-facing slopes
of 20 to 30 percent. The mean summer temperatures
at a 24-lnch depth listed in table 7 lndicate differences
between north- and south-facing slopes comparable
to those observed in New Jersev.

SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS IN HIGH LATITUDES

Soils in high latitudes are cold, and the seasonal
soil-temperature fluctuations do not approximate
a simple sine curve as those in mld-latltudes. We
have plotted in figure ll the mean monthly soll and
air temperatures ât Mustiala, Finland (Chang f958b).
The air temperature follows a simple sine curve and
is above the mean for about ó monthsof the year. The

-soil temperature at- 50.cm., lowev_er, ls above its
mean only 5 months and below it for 7 months. The
asymmetrical soll-temperâture fluctuations reflect
the combined influence of snow as an lnsulator durlng
the winter and the reletively high insolation during
the Êummer months when the sun is above the horizon
all or most of the time.

In figure 12 we have plotted the mean annual sea-
sonal soil temperature (Chang 1958b) as a function of
depth for two high-latitude stations--Cape Chelyuskln,
U.S.S.R., and Mustiala, Finland. The skewed seasonal
fluctuatione are indicated by the closeness of the
winter and the mean annual temperature lines.

In these latitudeÊ Eummer soll temperafttres are
appreciably lower than the alr temperâture. At Cape
Chelyuskin, the mean Bummer elr temperature is
about 80 F. higher than the soll temperatureatSO crn.
At Mustiâla, Finland, the alr temperature is 3oF.
higher. The temperature gradlents with depth are
simllar to those in mid-latitudes.

To determlne whether permafrost at depth affects
the temperature gradient, we also plotted the mean
July soil temperature at Cape Chelyuskln. Duringthtg
month the permafrost stood at about lóinches, but the
soll temperature changed as a stralght-llnefunctionof
de¡th below 4 inches.

Effect of Snow Cover.--The effect of Enow cover on
soil temperature at varlous depths (âfter Molga 1958)

.o. oF.

FÍgure 12.--Sofl-temperau¡rQ gradients and air temperatures
for winter and summer in relation to mean annual tempere-
¡¡ res at A, Cepe Chelyuskin, U 

"S.S.R., 
and B' Mustiala' Finland.

is shown in figure 13. Here we have plotted the tem-
perature difference between soil kept bare and soll
covered with snow (ba¡e plot minus snow-covered
plot). From November through March, the Ênow-
covered plot was warmer at all depths and the aver-
age temperan¡re dlfference for the three wlnter
months (December through February) was 40 C.atthe
50-cm. depth. In Aprll when alr temperaturea $'ere
rlslng and sno\4' was melting, the bare soll warmed
more rapidly and was wermer than the snow-covered
plot to a depth of 40 cm.

The effect of Enorv on soll temperature lg not
limtted to htgh latirudes and htgh aldtudee. Snow
covers are common but lntermlttent for the moatpart
ln mid-latitudes where mean annual soll temperatures
are less than 55oF.

Effect of Vegetatlve Cover.--Covers of lltter end
moss commonly are thlcker ln the colder cllmates.
As they thlcken. they reduce seagonal fluctuatlons of

,soll temperature becauge they tnsutate the solldurlng
lthe entlre year. Table ó tncludes two observations on

Ithe effect of cover on summer temperatures ln the
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Figure ll.--Mean nþnthly and aDnuel soil and air tempera$rGsl
at Mustlâla. Ffnland.
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Figure 13. - -Monthly soil-temper aú re differences between ba re
and snow-covered plots at Leningrad, Uó,S.R.. and mean
monthly air temperaure and snow thickness.

colder soils--one under hârdwoods andthe otherunder
mixed hardwoods ând conifers. The hardwood litter
had little effect in Beltrami County, Minn., but the
mixed litter at Palmer, Alaska, apparently had avery
large effect--a lóo F. reduction in summer soil tem-
perature at a depth of 24 inches. A small part of this
difference is due to óur convendon of measuring
depth from the contact between the O horizon and the
mineral soil. The difference would have been a little
less had depth been measured from the surface of the
O horizon. The mean annual air temperatures at
Palmer and Beltrami County are nearly the sâme.

Inland ln Alaska we have only fragmentary un-
published SCS data, but July temperatures of well-
drained solls at a 24-lnch depth at Falrbanks are
about 15o to 2oo F. lower under forest than under
cultivation. Under much of the fo¡est at Falrbanks
there is permafrost that meltsif thesoilsare cleared,
but we cannot simply assume that removal of the forest
and the O horizon has increased themeanannual tem-
perâture. The melting and retreat ofpermafrostcould

be the result of increasing eithertheseâsonalfluctua-
tions or the mean annual temperature or both. No
matter what other effect forest cover has, it keeps

the soils cold during the summeÍ at Fairbanks. The
maximum temperature recorded at a 24-inch depth
was 48o F.

Effect of Ground water.--Because of its specific
an@ water reduces seasonal
fluctuations of soil temperature. We have plotted in
figure 14 the soil temperature at the 50-cm. depth for
two soils ât Flahult, Sweden (Chang 1958b), vr¡here

mean annual soil temperatures are about ôoc.
(42.80 F.).

The wet bog was warmer ln winter and cooler in
summer than the sandy soil. The amplitudeof fluctua-
tions in the wet bog at the 50-cm. depth was 4 o C. less
thân in the sand.

JaN, FEB. ÍAR. ÂPn. IAY JUNE JULY -AUG. sEPl. OCf. dOV. OEC' JAN.

Figure 14.--Mean monttrly soil temperature at 50 cm., Flahult,
Sweden.

Unpublished SCS records show that in the Tânana
Valley of Alaska, where mean annual soil temperatures
are about 32oF., an imperfectly drained sollunder
forest never reached a temPerature above 3óoF. at
the 2rLinch depth in 19ó2. Where cleared the soil at
24 inches had a maximum temperature of over 60oF.
This is, of course, the combined effect of cover and
ground water.

Effect of Slope Aspect and Steepness.--Only very
fr igh latitudes
to indicate the importance of slope aspect and steep-
ne6s on seasonal soil-temperature flucuations. Meas-
urements made during the summer of. L962 by SCS

staff in the Mâtanuska Valley, Alaska, compared a

28-percent SW slope with a 27-percent NNW slope
under grass. On June 1, the frost was22 inches below
the surface on the NNW slope and 4 feet below on the
S\{ slope. From July I through September, the tem-
perature difference was 20 F. or less at the 24-inch
depth, the SW slope remaining only slightly warmer.
Theee obeervatlons are conslstent with those reported
for mld-latltudes.

Measurement of SoiI Temperaf\re

From the evfdence presented, it can be seen that
soil temperature can often be estimated from
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climatologicâl data with a precision that is adequate
for the present needs of the soil survey" If we cannot
make reasonably precise estimâtes, we cân see that
the measurement of soil temperature need not be a
difficult or a time-consuming task.

We . have seen rhat for much of the United States
we can estimate the mean annual soil temperature by
adding 20 F. to the mean annual air temperature
(table 2). We have seen that theaveragesummer tem-
peraftre of the upper 40 lnches oflevel,well-drained,
cultivated or grass-covered soils can often be ap-
proximated by subtracting lo F. from the mean
summer air temperature (fig. 8).

The mean summer temperature for a specificdepth
can also be estimated. To do this, we can take the
averâge summer temperâture of the upper 40 lnches
and correct for the temperature-depth gradient by
adding or subtracting 1o F. for each 4inchesabove or
below 20 inches. The mean winter temperature of
many mid-latltude soi-ls can be estlmâted from the
difference berween the meân annual and the summer
temperature because the dlfferences are of the same
magnitude but have opposite signs.

We have seen in figure ó that the cooling wave at
Belgrade extends to 12 meters(40feet)andthat at this
depth the minimum temperature is reached about l0
months later than at I meter. The amplitude of varia-
tion atthe4O-footdepthis less than0.lo C. This means
thât the mean annual temperature of â soil in mld-
latitude can be determined at âny time by a single
reading at a depth of 13 meters. A single reading at
a depth of l0 meters is within O.1o C. of the meân
annual soil temperâture. A single reading at a depth
of ó meters (20 feet) ls within 10 C. of the mean annual
temperature.

The mean annual temperâture of soils underlain by
deep regolith can therefore be very closely approxi-
mâted at any season by using âuger extensions. In
some places there is an even simpler method of
determining the mean annual soil temperature. Dug
wells generally range from 20 to ó0 feet tn depth. If
the water table etands between 30 and óO feet, the
well-water temperarure, which is in equllibrlum with
the soil temperan¡re, gives the mean annual soil
temperân¡re with an error of lees than lo C.Unfortu-
nately, this method is suited only to humld reglons
where ground water is ehallo\tr and is not frozen. Ex-
tenslve records of well-watertemperaturehaveshown
that the water temperature between 30 and ó0 feet ls
esÊentlally constant throughout the year. At these
depths it bears t]¡e same relation to alr temperature
As the soil-temperature mea€urements given in table
2. One precâution ls necessary in using well-water
temperâture--the well muÊt be ln use so thatwater is
moving lnto the well f¡om the ground around.

If the soll is shallow and there are no wells, the
mean annual soil temperature can be measured only
over the four seasone by taking several readings at

regular intervals of time. If the soil is expected to be
frozen deeply at the time of one or more readings, a
special thermometer can be buried or â thermocouple
can be used. If the temperature of a soil is measured
rat a depth below the influence of the daily cycle of
fluctuations, say ât 20 inches, four readings equally
spaced throughout the year give a very close approxi-
mation of the mean annual temperature. For example,
the âverage of readings tâken at the 50-cm" depth
at Vauxhall, Alberta, on January 1, Aprtl 1, July l,
'and October L, L962, differs from the average of rwo
,readilgs eaih day of the year by only O.óo F. Greater
precision can be had by increasing either the number
or the depth of the readings. The mean annual soil
temperature computed for any I year will also be
close to the long-term mean annual, that ls, the
I'normal." At Ames, Iowa, for example, the standard
deviation of this value for a l3-year record at the
20-tnch depth is only 1o F.

Seasonal temperatures, we have seen, beâr an almost
linear relation to depth wirhin rhe deprh limirs rhar
usually concern us as soil sclentists. By selecting a
sultable depth and measuring the temperature on the
15th of June, July, and August, we can derlve the
average soil temperature for the 3-month summer
period. The error will be small only if measurements
are made at a depth below -the daily temperature
fluctuations--20 inches or more. Measurements made
at a 2O-inch depth give the averagetemperatureof the
upper 40 inches. A test of this method for the station
at Vauxhall, Alberta, showed that the average of
three daily values taken at a 50-cm. depthon June 15,
July 15, and August L5, L962, ls wlthin loF. ofthe
mean summer temperature computed from daily
readings.

Greater precision can be had mainly by lncreasing
the number of readings, but readings of soil tem-
perature should not be made at depths ae shallos'
as 20 inches for at least 48 hours âfter a heavy
rain.

We have also seen.that the average temperaturefor
a 3-month aeason varies as a llnear functionof depth.
If we determine the mean summer temperâture at
several depths, say 20, 30, and 40 inches, we can
estlmate the meen summer temperature at any depth
below the surface wlthln the normal root zone.

Seasonal temperatures are affected by cover, slope
dlrection and steepnesÊ, snow, ground srater, raln,
and clouds. Available dâta âre inadequate to permlt
close estimatlon of the seasonal temperatu¡e of eollg
other than those at freelydrained, cultivatedorgrass,-
covered, level sltes. If we want to know more, we
must make more meaeurements; the tlme requlreh to
make them is very small. The need for addltlonal ln-
formation ls greatest ln the colder climates because
most roote cannot grow in a horlzon havlng â tem-
perarure of. 42" F. or less. The average depth of
rootlng te ftxed by the depth having this average



temperature. We also have a general need for more
fnformation on the temperaftre of sloplng soils to
help understand the differences in adaptationofnorth-
and south-faclng slopes.

Summary

So11 temperature is a parameter important to both
soil genesis and soil use. It was taken into account in
older soil classification aystems, and it must not be
forgotten in any new systems to be used in our nâtional
cooperâtive soil survey.

Each horizon ln a pedon has the same meân annual
temperature, but the temperåture is rarely the sâme
in any two horizons at a glven moment because of
daily, short-term, and seasonalfluctuations. Atdepths
below about 50 cm. soll temperature changes slowly,
and at depths below about 30 feet temperature iÊ nearly
constant and is the same âs the mean annual soil tem-
perature. The mean annual soil temperature ishlgher
than the mean annual air temperature over most of the
United States. The difference is usually about 2 oF. in
the humld Southern and Central States, but it is more
in the colder reglons.

The mean annual soll temperature is largely in-
dependent of color, texn¡re, drainage, and organic
content. It iÊ affected to a fewdegrees by slope steep-
ness and direction and in some places by cover.

Seasonal fluctuatione are affected by latitude, soil
moisture, ground water, air movement near the ground,
clouds, rain, and cover, but the effect of latitude is
domlnant over most of theUnitedStates. Dailyfluctua-
tions are affected by all these except latitude, but the
infLuence of moisture and cover is dominant.

Mean annual soiltemperatures and seasonalfluctua-
tions can in general be predicted from meteorological
records of air temperature, but with our present
knowledge we cannot make precise estimatesformany
soils. We need to make more measurements of annual
and seasonal soil temperatures. They do not require
much time or expensive lnstruments. An average of
four measurements a year, made at a depth of 20
inches near the lsth of themonthât3-month lntervals,
is very close to the mean annual soll temperature.
Or a single meâsurement of ground- or well-water
temperature at a depth between 30 and óO feet gives
the mean annual soil temperature.

The mean summer or wlnter temperature of the
horizons of a pedon has a llnear relation to depth
within normal root zones. The average temperature
of the upper 40 inches of soil over a 3-month season
can be measured'by three readings made on.the l5th
'of each month at a depth of 20 inches. The tem-
perature gradient with depth in mid-latitude is usually
nearly lo F. per 4 lnches. It can be determined by
readings at 30 and 40 inches in additionto the reading
et 20 inches. Knowledge of the soil-temperature
gradient permits close estimatlon of surhmer tem-
peratures at any depth within the root zone.
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3 Soil Moisture Regimes of Africa 

The Use of Soil Temperature and 
Moisture Regimes in Soil Classification 

The definitions of the taxa in Soil Taxonomy (1975) 
include a numbe of climatic parameters of soils which are 
used at different categorical levels. 

The primary reason for using soil climates is that they are 
the causes of many other properties. Climate is one of the 
major pedogenic factors. Furthermore, some soil character-
istics are only meaningful when they are considered in a 
limited area rc ricted to a defined soil climate; therefore it 
has a powerful differentiating effectiveness and climatic 
regimes are often more suitable than other properties for 
creating kingdoms within the classification system. 

Another but no less important reason for the use of soil 
climatic data is to make the taxa meaningful for interpreta-
tion purposes by defining units in such a way that major 
soil limitations for plant growth are implied in the system. 

A third advantage of introducing soil climate data into 
classification is that uniform, extensive geographic areas 
may be recognized on small scale maps. This facilitates the 
preparation of generalized soil maps that can be easily 
interpreted, particularly for crops which are climatically 
restricted to certain areas. 

In spite of these reasons to introduce soil climatic proper-
ties into the system, many disadvantages exist. The difficul-
ties are mainly operational and relate to the limited amount 
of information on climate usually available to soil sur-
veyors. Field observations of soil temperature and moisture 
conditions are often lacking and many criteria for differen-
tiating soil climate regimes depend on seasonally changing 
variables which require observations for extended periods 
of time. 

The lack of precision in the datL on soil moisture regimes 
should not be a barrier to preVut existing information, 
although sketchy, from reaching users who must make 
decisions on land use. The purpose of using incomplete 
data isto reduce the risks of making errors, not to eliminate 
them completeiy. Information with known limitations may 
perhaps lead to better decisions than those made with no 
information at all. The objective of this study is to extract 
from climatic observations what is useful for predicting soil 
moisture regimes and to delineate the geographic areas 
where comparable soil climatic conditions may occur. 

One of the methods used to achieve this purpose is based 
on mathematical models which simulate the water move-
ment in soils under changing weather conditions. 

Franklin Newhall's Method of Computation of 
Soil Moisture Regimes 

The model which is used to compute moisture regimes 
according to Soil Taxonomy is practically identical to the 
model developed by Dr. Franklin Newhall (1972). It 
considers an hydrological profile retaining 200 ml of avail
able water divided into 8 layers. The second and the third 
layer form what is called the moisture control section. 

Newhalrs system is designed to serve the preliminary 
identification of moisture regimes in areas where climatic 
data are lirn ited and where information on temperature and 
rainfall are available only on a monthly basis. Potential 
evapotranspiration is introduced into the model following 
Thornthwaite's method for its calculation. 

The lack of detailed input data does not allow accurate 
estimates of soil potentials for crop production. The model 
cannot predict crop growth during various development 
stages. These prediction models need almost daily or hourly 
inputs. 

Newhall's model nevertheless provides an approximate 
method to determine moisture regimes, especially for areas 
where only preliminary estimates are needed. It should be 
pointed out that the criteria and the soil moisture regime 
classes are only intended to be used for subdividing soil 
taxa nt diif :rent levels of Soil Taxonomy, and not to create 
a new climatic classification. 

The model used in this study differs from Newhall's 1972 
method in that it does not calculate probabilities. Therefore 
it is not pos-sible to place statistical confidence limits on the 
predicted values. 

Definitions of Soil Moisture Regimes 

The definitions of the soil moisture regimes which are 
used in this publication are those of the original text of Soil 
Taxonomy (1975). The computation does not consider soils 
that have restricted drainage and therefore the aquic mois
ture regime is not included in this study. 

The subdivisions of the moisture regimes are only tenta
tive. They have no official status, and are not an integral 
part of Soil Taxonomy. They are only given as guidelines to 
assist in the definition of new subgroups or other taxa. 



4 Soul Moisture Regimes of Africa 

Limitations of the Model 
The present computations used temperature and rainfall 

data obtaired from various sources. The monthly data ae 
usually averages over many years. This type of input tends 
to reduce the intensity of the extremes which occur when 
data of individual years are used. Therefore conclusions 
drawn from these calculations should be made with c3re,
after checking probabilities of occurrence for stations 
where monthly rainfall data over several years are avail-
able. 

In the present model, Thornthwaite's potential evapo-
transpiration was used to estimate the removal of water 
from the soil. In all instances the soil temperature was 
calculated by adding 2.5°C to the mean annual air tempera-
ture. The amplitude of temperature variation at 50 cm 
depth between winter and summer was reduced by 33% of 
the difference between air temperatures for the same 
seasons. The season's months were December, January,
and February or June, July, and August for winter or 
summer depending on the hemisphere. 

Moisture regimes are defined on the basis of conditionsMxistinginhemoisture a h is locdinregims neionexisting in the moisture control section which is located 
well below the surface horizons in the profile. The topsoil isnot considered. notFrForonsdere.tisthis rasoreason immdiae iterpetaionimmediate interpretation 

on the availability of water for plants at a certain time of 
the year is not recommended without additional informa-
tion on the moisture conditions prevailing in the topsoil. In 
other cases, consideration of deep horizons from which 
crops may extract water is essential to determine the water
supplying power ef soils; they have not been considered in 
this mathematical model. 

All rainfall is considered effective; percolation of water 
through the profiles is unrestricted. Storage of water as 
snow on top of the soil is not considered in the model, 

Tentative Subdivision of the Moisture Regimes 
Claims have been made that the five moisture regime

classes recognized in Soil Taxonomy are not sufficiently 
uniform for interpretation purposes.

A tentative subdivision of moisture regimes was devel
oped in 1976 and included in the Fortran computer 
program. A map showing the distribution of these subdivi
sions is included. The map prevides a means to examine 
new critical limits and test the definitions on the basis of 
possible carrelations with vegetation or cropping areas. 

The tentative key for the subdivisions accepts without 
any changes the criteria used for defininig the five highest
level classes. No atto.mpt has been made to change the 
present definitions of the five moisture regimes: aridic, 
xeric, t'stic, udic and perudic. The subdivisions, therefore, 
are to be evaluated keeping this restriction in mind. 
Pcrhaps better subdivisions could be devised if major modi
fications to Soil Taxonomy were considered. 

The subdivisions have no official status in Soil Taxonomy.
The key leading to subdivisions of the existing moisture 

regimes is given on a tentative basis. The criteria that areused are assumed to occur in most years, that is,at least sixoftn 
out of ten.The ustic moisture regime has been separated into twosubclasses, depending on whether or not an iso-temperature 

regime is present. Thus, tropustic and tempustic regimes,
respectively, arc recognized. The tempustic and tropustic
regimes are subdivided according to separate criteria. In the 
tempustic subclass the concentration of rainfall in summer 
or winter is taken into account, as well as the wetness of thesaos 
seasons.The udic moisture regime isalso separated into tempudic 
and tropudic but only when the period of dryness in the 
moisture control section exceeds one month. All other udic 
regimes, except perudic, are called typic udic. 
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Classes of Soil Moisture Regimes (Soil 
Taxonomy, 1975) 

The following deecriptions of the soil moisture regime 
classes are taken verbatim from Soil Taxonomy (1975). 

"The moisture regimes are defined in terms of the ground-
water level and in terms of the presence or absence of water 
held at a tension <15 bars in the moisture control section 
by periods of the year. It is assumed in the definitions that 
the soil supports whatever vegetation it is capable of 
supporting. In other words, it is in crops, grass, or native 
vegetation; it is not being fallowed to increase the amount 
of stored moisture, nor is it being irrigated by man. These 
cultural practices affect th- soil moisture condition as long 
as they are continued, 

It has been conventional to think in terms of three soil 
moisture regimes. In one, the soil is saturated. In ancther, 
the amount of water is enough to cause leaching and, in the 
third, no leaching occurs. In the leaching regime some 
water moves through the soil at some time during the year 
and moves on down to the moist substratum. In the 
nonleaching regime, water moves into the soil but is with-
drawn by evapotranspiration, leaving precipitated carbo-
nates and more soluble salts. Between these two regimes 
there is another possible one in which there is alternation 
from year to year; leaching occurs in some years but not in 
all. For consideratie" of the losses of soluble materials or 
their accumulation it ca, cs, or sa horizons, these concepts 
are adequate. For the understanding of biological processes, 
they leave much to be desired. A soil can be subject to 
leaching in the winter when it is too cold for optimum 
biologic activity, and it can be too dry in most of the 
summer for significant biologic activity. The result is a rela-
tively wide carbon-nitrogen ratio. 

The soil moisture regime, as the term is used here, refers 
to the presence or absence either of gr'ound water or of 
water held at a tension <15 bars in the soil or in specific 
horizons by periods of the year. Water held at a tension of 
15 bars or more is not available to keep most mesophytic 
plants alive. The availability of water olso is affected by 
dissolved salts. A soil may be saturated with water that is 
too salty to be available to most plants, but it would seem 
better to call such a soil salty rather than dry. Conse-
quently, we consider a horizon to be dry when the moisture 
tension is 15 bars or more. If water is held at a tension of 
<I5 bars but more than zero, we consider the horizon to be 
moist. A soil may be continuously moist in some or all 
horizons throughout the year or for some part of the year. 

It may be moist in winter and dry in summe, or the reverse. 
In the northern hemisphere, summer refers to the months 
of June, July, and August, and winter means December, 
January and February. A soil or a horizon is considered to 
be saturated with water when water stands in an unlined 
borehole close enough to the soil surface or to the horizon 
in question that the capillary fringe reaches the surface or 
the top of the horizon." 
Aquic 

Although vhe aquic moisture regime is not considered in 
this study, its definition of Soil Taxonomy (1975) is given 
below. 

"The aquic (L. aqua, water) moisture regime implies a 
reducing regime that is virtually free cf dissolved oxygen 
because the soil is saturated by ground water or by water of 
the capillary fringe. An aquic regime must be a reducing 
one. Some soil horizons, at times, are saturated with water 
while dissolved oxygen is present, either because the water 
is moving or because the environment is unfavorable for 
micro-organisms, for example, if the temperature is <lPC 
such a regime is not considered aquic." 
Aridic and T,9r!c 

"These term, are used for the same moisture regime but 
in different cateories of the taxonomy. 

In the aridic (torric) moisture regime, the moisture 
control section iWmost years is 
1. Dry in all parits more than half the time (cumulative) 
that the soil tempratureat a depth of 50 cm is above 5°C; 
and
2. Never moist in some or all parts for as long as 90 

consecutive days when the soil temperature at a depth of 50 
cm is above 8*C. 

Soils that have an aridic or a torric moisture regime are 
normally in arid climates. A few are in semiarid climates 
and either have physical properties that keep them dry, 
such as a crusty surface that virtually precludes infiltration 
of water, or they are very shallow over bedrock. There is 
little or no leaching in these moisture regimes, and soiuble 
salts accumulate in the soil if there is q source of them. 

The limits of soil temperature exclude from these mois
ture regimes the very cold and dry regions of Greenland 
ard adjacent islands. Such fragmentary data are available 
cit 1he soils of those regions that no provision is made for 
their moisture regimes in this taxonomy." 
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Udic 
"The udic (L. udus, humid) moisture regime implies that 

in most years the soil moisture control section is not dry in 
any part for as long as 90 days (cumulative). If the mean 
annual soil temperature is lower than 221C and if the mean 
winter and mean summer soil te1iaperatures at a depth of 50 
cm differ by 5C or more, the ;oil moisture control section 
is not dry in all parts for as long as 45 consecutive days in 
the 4 months that follow the summer solstice in 6 or more 
years out of 10. In addition, the udic moisture regime 
requires, except for short periods, a three-phase system, 
solid-liquid-gas, in part, but not necessarily in all, of the 
soil when the soil temperature is above 50C. 

The udic moisture regime is common to the soils of 
humid climates that have well-distributed rainfall or that 
have enough rain in summer that the amount of stored 
moisture plus rainfall is approximately equal to or exceeds 
the amount of evapotranspiration. Water moves down 
through the soil at some time in most years. 

If precipitation exceeds evapotranspiration in all months 
of most years, there are occasional brief periods when some 
stored moisture is used, but the moisture tension rarely 
becomes as great as I bar in the soil moisture control 
section. The water moves through the soil in all months 
that it is not frozen. This extremely wet moisture regime is 
called "perudic" (L. per, throughout in time, I.. udus, 
moist). The formative element ud is used in the names of 
most taxa to indicate either a udic or a perudic regime. The 
term perudic is not used in names of taxa, but is used in the 
text if it is relevant to the genesis of the soils. 

Note that on the monthly basis, the perudic regime shows 
a surplus every month of the year. Obviously, if calcula-
tions were made on a daily basis, there would be short 
periods of withdrawal." 

Ustic 
"The ustic (L. usitv burnt, implying dryness) moi, ture 

regime is intermediate between the aridic and the uLdic 
regime. The concept is one of limited moisture, but the 
moisture is present at a time when conditions are suitable 
for plant growth. The ustic moisture regime is not applied 
to soils that have cryic or pergelic temperature regimes, 
which are defined later. 

If the mean annual soil temperature is 220C or higher or 
ii the mean summer and winter soil temper,&'!ures differ by 
<51C at a depth of 50 cm, the soil moisture ccntrol section 
in the ustic moisture regime isdry in some or all parts for 90 

or more cumulative days in most years. But the moisture 
control section is moist in some part for more than 180 
cumulative days, or it k continuously moist in some part 
for at least 90 consecutive days. 

If the mean annual soil temperature is lower than 220 C 
and if the mean summer and winter soil temperatures differ 
by 5C or more at a depth of 50 cm, the soil moisture 
control section in the ustic regime isdry in some or all parts 
for 90 or more cumulative days in most years. But it is not 
dry in all parts for more than half the time that the soil 
temperature is higher than 5C at a depth of 50 cm (the 
aridic and torric regimes). Also, it is not dry in all parts for 
as long as 45 consecutive days in the 4 months that follow 
the summer solstice in 6 or more years out of 10 if the 
moisture control section is moist in all parts for 45 or more 
consecutive days in the 4 months that follow the winter 
solstice in 6 or more years out of 10 (xeric regime). 

In tropical and subtropical regions that have either one 
or two dry seasons, summer and winter have little meaning. 
In those regions, the ustic regime is that typified in a 
monsoon climate that has at least one rainy season of 3 
months or more. In temperate regions of subhumid or 
semiarid climates, the rainy seasons are usually spring and 
summer or spring and fall, but never winter. Native plants 
are mostly annuals or they have a dormant period while the 
soil is dry." 
Xeric 

"The xeric moisture regime (Gr. xeros, dry) is that typi
fied in Mediterranean climates, where winters are moist 
and cool and summers are warm and dry. The moisture, 
coming in winter when potential evapo ranspiration is at a 
minimum, is particularly effective for leaching. In a xeric 
moisture regime, the soil moisture control section is dry in 
all parts for 45 or more consecutive days within the 4 
months that follow the summer solstice in 6 or more years 
out of 10. It is moist in all parts for 45 or more consecutive 
days within the 4 months that follow the winter solstice in 6 
or more years out of 10. The moisture cont ol section is 
moist in some part more than half the time, cumulative, 
that the soil temperature at a depth of 50 cm is higher than 
51C, or in 6 or more years out of 10 it is moist in some part 
for at least 90 consecutive days when the soil temperature at 
a depth of 50 cm is continuously higher than 8C. In addi
tion, the mean annual soil temperature is lower than 220C, 
and mean summer and mean winter soil temperatures differ 
by 51C or mc,e at a depth of 50 cm or at a lithic or para
lithic contact, whichever is shallower." 
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Classes of Soil Temperature Regimes 
(Soil Taxonomy, 1975) 

The following soil temperature regimes are used in 
defining classes at various categoric levels in the taxonomy, 
All definitions are taken verbatim from Soil Taxonomy 
(1975). 

Pergelic. (L. per, througho Itin time and space, and L 
o feez; oilgelae,cnnoingpermnen frst)-- Soils withwih aagelare. to freeze; connoting permanent frost).-

pergelic temperature regime have a mean annual tempera-ture lower than 0°C. These are soils that have permafrost if 
hesearesois tht hve if 

they are moist, or dry frost if excess water isnot present. It 
likely that the moist and the dry pergelic regimes 

turelowr0C. thn ermaros 

seems 
should be defined separately, but at present we have only 
fragmentary data on the dry soils of very high latitudes. Ice 
wedges and lenses are normal in such soils in the UnitedStates.than 


Coyic. (Gr. kryos. coldness; connoting very cold soils).--
In this regime soils have a mean annual temperature higher 
than 00C (32dF) but lower than 8C (470F). 
I. In mineral soils, the mean summer temperature for 
June, July, and August in the northern hemisphere and 
December, January and 'February in the southern hemi-
sphere at a depth of 50 cm or at a lithic or paralithic 
contact, whichever is shallower, is as follows: 

a. If the soil is not saturated with water during some 
part of the summer and 

(I) There is no 0 horizon, lower than 150C 
(590 F); 
(2) There isan 0 horizon, lower than 8C (470 F); 

b. If the soil issaturated with water during som.e part 
of the summer and 

(I) There is no 0 horizon, lower than 131C 
(550 F); 
(2) There is an 0 horizon or a histic epipedon, 
lower than 6C (430F). 

2. In organic soils, either 
a. The soil is frozen in sore layer within the control 
section in most years about 2 months after the summer 
solstice; that is, the soil isvery cold in winter but warms 
up slightly in summer; or 
b. The soil isnoi frozen in most years below adepth of 
5 cm; that is, the soil iscold throughout the year but, 
because of marin influence, does not freeze in most 
years. 

Soil Moisture Regimes of Africa 

Cryic soils that have an aquic moisture regime commonly 
are churned by frost. 

Most isofrigid soils with a mean annual soil temperature 
above 0°C have a cryic temperature regime. A few with 
organic materials in the upper part are exceptions. 
Throughout this text all isofrigid soils without permafrostare considered to have a cryic temperature regime. 

e rsmhaaroidethe rie mefteFrigid.-The frigid regime and some of the others that 
follow are use~d chiefly in defining classes of soils in the low 
c a res I hefigi de gme eath s warmer in s me r 
categories. Inthe frigid regime the soil is warmer in summer 

than 47°Fm ant an n ce te e n, e 
ture is lower than 8'C (47"F), and the difference between 
mean winter and mean summer soil temperature is more 

adepth 5cmratu it orthan win90F at ofPC (9'F)at a depth of 50 cm or at a lithic or para
lithic contact, whichever is shallower. 

Mesic.---The mean annual soil temperature is 8*C or 
higher but lower than 15'C (591F) and the difference 
between mean summer and mean winter soil temperature is 
more than 5C at a depth of 50 cm or at a lithic or para
lithic contact, whichever is shallower. 

0CTherml.-The mean annual soil temperature is 15
(59°F) or higher but lower than 221C (721F), and the 
difference between mean summer and mean winter soil
temperature is more than 5oC at a depth of 50 cm or at a 
lithi, or paralithic contact, whichever is shallower. 

Ityperthermic.-The mean annual soil temperature is 
221C (720F) or higher, and the difference between mean 
summer and mean winter soil temperature is more than 
5C at a depth of 50 cm or at a lithic or paralithic contact, 
whichever isshallower. 

If the name of a soil temperature regime has the prefix 
iso, the mean summer and winter soil temperature fo,"June, 
July, and August and for December, January, and February 
differ by less than 5C at a depth of 50 cm or at a lithic or 
paralithic contact, whichever is shallower. 

lsofrigid.--The mean annual soil temperature is lower 
than 8C (470F). 

lsomesl.-The mean annual soil temperature is80C or 
higher but lower than 15°C (590F). 

lsotherml.-The mean annual soii temperature is 150C 
or higher but Iowcr than 220C (720F). 

lsohyperthermic.-The mean annual soil temperature is 
220C or higher. 
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Key to Tentative Subdivisions of 
Moisture Regimes 

In this key, all climatic requirements are assumed to occur in most years (at least six out of ten). 

A. 	 Key to Subdivision of ARIDIC 
I) SG.Is with aridic moisture regimes in which the 
moisture control section (MCS) is completely dry 
dJuring the whole yeai. 

EXTREME ARIDIC 
2) Other soils with aridic moisture regimes in which 
the MCS is moist in some or all parts for 45 consec-
utive days or less during the period that the soil 
temperature at 50 cm depth is more than 80C 

TYPIC ARIDIC 
3) Other soils with aridic moisture regimes 

B. Key to Subdivision of XERIC 
I) Soils with xeric moisture regimes in which the 
MCS is dry in all parts for more than 90 consecutive 
days during the four months following the summer 
solstice 

DR7I XERIC 
2) Other soils with xeric moisture regimes 

TYPIC XERIC 

C. 	 Key to Subdivision of USTIC 
I) Soils with an ustic moisture regime and an iso-
temperature regime in which the number of ccnsecu-
ti-': days that the MCS is completely or partly moist 
when the soil temperature at 50 cm depth is more 
than 8°C, is as follows: 

a) less than 180 days 

ARIDIC TROPUSTIC 
b) 180 or more but less than 270 days 

TYPIC TROPUSTIC 
c) 	 270 or more days 

UDIC TROPUSTIC 

2) Other soils with an ustic moisture regime and 
without an iso-temperature regime: 

a) soils in which the MCS is dry in all parts for 
more than 45 consecutive days durirg 4 months 
following the summer solstice, and where the 
MCS is moist in all parts for more than 45 
consecutive days during 4 months following the 
winter solstice 

XERIC TEMPUSTIC 
b) other soils where the MCS is moist in all 
piwls for more than 45 consecutiv days durirng 4 
months following the winter solstice, and where 
the MCS is not completely dry for more than 45 
consecutive days during 4 months following the 
summer solstice. 

WET TEMPUSTIC 
c) other soils 

TYPIC TEMPUSTIC 

D. 	 Key to Subdivision of UDIC 
I) Soils with a udic moisture regime in which the
MCS is dry in some of all parts for less than 30 
cumulative days 

TYPIC UDIC 

2) Other soils with a udic moisture regime in which 
the MCS is dry in some or all parts for 30 or more 
rumulative days 

a) with an iso-temperature regime 
DRY TROPUDIC 

b) without an iso-temperature regime 
DRY TEMPUDIC 
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Byief Description of Tentative Moisture 
Regime Subdivisions 

Aridic Tropustic 

The aridic tropustic regime is an ustic moisture regime inwhich there is acute moisture stress lasting several months. 

For practically all African stations recorded in this study, 
the interval that the moisture control section is completely 
dry varies between 3 and 9 months. The season when water 
is available in the moisture control section lasts from 3 to 6

wihoutirrgaton.Stationsmonts. roprow canbe 
months. Crops can be grown without irrigation, 

According to the calculations he are st tions 
among the stations in Africa in the time that the moisture
control section iscompletely moist in one year. Thc range is 

from zero :o five months. 
The temperature regimes in Africa in this moisture range 

are isothermic and isohyperthermic. 
Stations in the hyperthermic region which belong to this 

moisture regime are N'djamena (Chad), Accra (Ghana), 
Kano (Nigeria), Niamey (Niger), Dakar (Senegambia), 
Lome (Tori), Ouagadougou (Upper Volta). 

Dry T~mpudic 
This isa udi moisture regime with a minimum of ninemonths in one year during which the moisture control 

section is completely moist. However, the length of the time 
that the moisture control section is dry in some parts is at 

least one month. The soils with this moisture regime regis
tered in Africa never dry out completely during the 
summertime. 

The dry tempudic moisture regimes have a seasonal 
temperature variation exceeding 5C in the soil at 50 cm 
depth. They only occur in the southern part of the conti-
nent. 

Dry Tropudic 

The soils with this soil moisture regime have at least nine 
months in one year that the moisture control section is 
completely moist. However at least one month has some 
dryness; some soils dry out completely in the control 
section but seldom for more than one month. 

In soils with a dry tropudic moisture regime the differ-
ence between winter and summer soil temperatures at 50 
cm depth is less than 51C. The stations recorded in Africa 
are either isohyperthermic or isothermic. 

According to the results of the calculations for Africa, 
the moisture control section almost never dries out com
pletely during the four months following the summersolstice. The wet €ason may be bimodal and separated into 
two rainy seasons. In isohypertbermic regimes there is 
almost always some moisture in the control section for 
appoximaly 10cosue mnths. 
approximately 10 consecutive months. 

in the isohyperthermic region which belong to 
this class are Douala, Dschang, Yaounde (Cameroon), 
Libreville (Gabon), Abidjan (Ivory Coast), Monrovia 
(Liberia), Kinshasa (Zaire). For isothrmic areas Tanana
rive (Malagasy) isan example. 

Dry Xerlc 

These are soils with wet winters and dry summers. 
The dry xeric moisture regime is a xeric moisture regime 

in which the moisture control section is dry in all parts for 
more than 3 months during summer. 

All stations included in this study have a thermic mois
ture regime. The duration of the season when ihe soil 
temperature drops below 81C varies from 0 to 5 months.Almost all stations are located in the Mediterranean areain North Africa: Oran (Algeria), Casablanca (Morocco), 
and Tunis (Tunisia) are examples. 

Extreme Aridic 
The extreme aridic moisture regime is an aridic moisture 

regime in which the moisture control section is always 
completely dry. 

No cultivation is possible without irrigation. 
Soils with this moisture regime occur in the northern and 

in the southern part of the continent. Examples are Cairo, 
Luxor; Suez (Egypt), Agadir (Morocco), Berbera (Somalia), 
Mossel Bay (South Africa). 

Perudic 

The perudic moisture regime is a moisture regime defined 
by properties of the atmospheric climate. For each month 
the rainfall exceeds the potential evapotranspiration. When 
considered on a monthly basis the moisture control section 
is always completely moist and crops should not suffer at 
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any time from drought. This does not mean, however, that 
short periods of moisture stress may not occur in the 
surface layers of the soil. Boende (Zaire) and Greenville 
(Liberia) are examples of perudic moisture regimes. 

Typic Aridic 
The typic aridic moisture regime is an aridic moisture 

regime in which the moisture control section is moist in 
some or in all parts at some time in one year for 45 consecu
tive days or less when the soil temperature at 50 cm depth is 
more than 8'C. 

The stations grouped in this class in Africa seldom have 
moisture for more than one month when the temperature is 
high enough for crop growth. Cultivation is not possible 
without irrigation in soils with typic aridic moisture 
regimes. Tombouctou (Mali), Khartoum (Sudan), Luanda, 
Lobito (Angola), Mogadishu (Somalia), Nouakchott 
(Mauritania) are examples of stations with soils having a 
typic aridic moisture regime. 

Typic Tempustic 
The typic tempustic moisture regime by definition has 

marked seasonal variation both in temperature and mois-
ture. There are more than 90 days in one year that the 
moisture control section is dry in some or all parts. 

The typic tempustic moisture regime does not have the 
characteristics of xeric moisture regimes which require the 
moisture control section to be completely moist during 
more than 45 days during the winter time and completely 
dry for more than 45 days in the summertime. Therefore 
the typic tempustic moisture regime does not have the 
characteristics of the Mediterranean climates. 

Most stations, but not all classified in this regime, are 
never completely moist in the control section. Almost all 
are dry in some or all parts during winter; therefore, 
leaching in these soils is minimal, 

The typic tempustic moisture regimes is found in Africa 
under hyperthermic, thermic, and mesic temperature 
regimes. Alexandria (Egypt), Bloemfontein (South Africa) 
are examples of stations which belong to this moisture 
regime. 

Typic Tropustic 

The soils with a typic tropustic moisture regime are dry 
in some or all parts for more than 3 months during one 
year. The rainy season, however, is long enough to grow a 
crop without supplemental irrigation. In soils with a typic 
tropustic moisture regime the time that the moisture 
control section is completely or partly moist without inter-
ruption, and the soil temperature is more than 81C, varies 
between 6 and 9 months. 

The seasonal variation in soil temperature at 50 cm depth 
does not exceed 5°C. 

Stations which have soils with a typic tropustic moisture 
regime are Cotonou (Benin), Bujumbura (Burundi), Bam
bari (Central African Republic), Conakry (Guinea), Bouake 
(Ivory Coast), Mombasa (Kenya), lbadan (Nigeria), Bissau 
(Guinea Bissau), Njala, Rokupr (S-erra Leone), Dar es 
Salaam (Tanzania), Livingstone (Zambia), Bulawayo 
(Zimbabwe), Port Elizabeth (South Africa). 

Typic Udic 

The moisture control section in soils with a typic udic 
moisture regime is moist in all parts for at least eleven 
months in one year. The moisture control section seldom 
dries out completely. There is at least one month where the 
evapotranspiration is higher than the actual precipitation. 

Typic udic moisture regimes may have both iso- and non
iso-temperature regimes. The following stations may be 
mentioned: Entebbe (Uganda), Yangambi (Zaire), Addis-
Ababa (Ethiopia), Nairobi (Kenya), Johannesburg, Pretoria 
(South Africa). 

Typic Xeric 
Soils with a typic xeric moisture regime are those soils in 

which the moisture control section is completely moist 
during more than 45 consecutive days during the four 
months following the winter solstice. The moisture control 
section dries out completely between 45 and 90 days in the 
summer. 

Typical stations are Alger (Algeria), Rabat (Morocco). 
Capetown (South Africa) and Bizerte (Tunis). 

Udic Tropustic 

In this regime, the moisture control section is dry in some 
or all parts for more than 90 cumulative days. The number 
of consecutive days that there is some available water in the 
moisture control section is 270 or more. 

The difference between the summer and winter soil 
temperbtures at 50 cm depth is less than 50C. 

Stations which belong to this regime are Ekona (Came
roon), Bangui (Central African Republic), Lambarene 
(Gabon), Kumasi (Ghana), Lilongwe (Malawi), Lubum
bashi (Zaire), Lusaka (Zambia), Salisbury (Zimbabwe), 
Arusha (Tanzania). 

Weak Aridic 

The soils with weak aridic moisture regimes are moist in 
some or all parts of the moisture control section for more 
than 45 consecutive days during the time that the soil 
temperature at 50 cm depth is more than 81C. By the defini
tion of aridic, however, the maximum length of time that 
some water is available in the moisture control section is 
less than 3 months. 
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